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Purpose

Results

In a study of the distribution of air polluting sources in
relation to poverty and race, minorities (non-whites) and
people living in poverty were found to be disproportionately
affected by air pollution from man-made sources. One reason
for this disparity is the lack of inclusion in decision making
about the siting of these sources by minorities and lowincome families2.
Living near air polluting sites such as coal power plants and
sites listed on the EPA’s Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) can
cause a variety of health impacts, including respiratory and
cardiovascular diseases, cancer, and premature mortality.
Therefore, when it comes to the siting of air polluting sources
such as coal power plants and TRI Facilities, ensuring that
everyone has an equal voice in the decision-making process is
crucial.
The purpose of my research was to find out if there is a
relationship between the siting of these polluting facilities in
Illinois with minority status and/or income.
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To examine whether economic status and race have an
impact on the placement of air polluting sources such as
coal power plants and Toxic Release Facilities throughout
Illinois the following actions were completed:
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U.S. Census
Colors Map
of minorities
at the census

Using data from the U.S. Department of Health &
Human Services, mapped out the location of coal
power plants and TRI facilities on both maps
discussed above.
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Performed spatial joins between layers to allow
for analysis of data.
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Calculated statistics of layers to get an
understanding of the relationships between the
population demographics and income, and the
placement of air polluting sources.

The average household income in Illinois is
around $63,000. Therefore, my findings show
that polluting facilities such as TRI and coal
power plants are more likely to be placed in
census tracts that have a median household
income lower than the average income in Illinois.
The population ratio across Illinois is about 70%
white and 30% minorities. Therefore, my
findings show that the siting of coal power
plants and TRI facilities is not related to the
population ratio in Illinois.

Limitations

Data and Methodology

Using data obtained from the
Bureau, I created a Graduated
showing: 1- Population percentage
and 2- Median household income
tract level throughout Illinois.

Conclusions

These findings only reflect data for the state of
Illinois.
Data is for TRI facilities and coal power plants.
Inclusion of other sources of air pollution may
result in different conclusions.
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Figure 1. Map showing percentage of minorities
living in each census tract in Illinois in relation to
TRI facilities and coal power plants.

• On average, census tracts containing coal power
plants have a population ratio of 87% white and
13% minorities.
• On average, census tracts containing TRI
facilities have a population ratio of 74% white
and 26% minorities.

Figure 2. Map showing median household
income by census tract in Illinois in relation to
TRI facilities and coal power plants.

• On average, census tracts containing coal
power plants have a median household
income of $56,000.00.
• On average, census tracts containing TRI
facilities have a median household income of
$59,100.00.
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